
Lifestyle Video:
A lifestyle video captures more than buildings, rooms, sights and landscapes.

Lifestyle videos are specifically made to show people EXPERIENCING and LIVING 
in and around the destination they're in.  Your viewers will see people enjoying 

where they're at and feel that urge that tells them, "I want to experience that too!"
Lifestyle videos usually run anywhere from 15 - 30 seconds and are perfect for 

Facebook, instagram and TikTok posts.

Real Estate Style Video:
If you want more than just pictures to show off your beautiful destination, we make 

beautiful cinematic walk-through videos.  These videos are best for showing off 
your hotel, Airbnb, or resort if you're wanting to show your audience the different 

facilities and rooms and all their amenities.
We also use a drone to show the landscape where your business is located.  

Perfect for capturing those beautiful sunrises and sunsets and giving the audience 
a more grand perspective on your destination.

Professional Food and Drink Videos
I LOVE FOOD!

EVERYONE LOVES FOOD!

But do you know what people love more than seeing a picture of their favorite 
dish?

A video of their favorite dish!
I specialize in creating 30 - 45 second cinematic videos that are designed to 

excite restaurants' audiences and wet their appetites.  I do this by taking time with 
chefs and bartenders to capture their process of making a dish or special drink, 
step by step.  Then I edit the footage in such a way that the making of the food 

looks almost like an action movie.
See one of my videos here

Professional Food and Drink Photography
Despite what I said up above about food and drink photos, professional photos are 

still a huge deal!
After all, would you rather have your instagram and Facebook pages be full of 
poorly shot photos taken by your customers? Or would you rather have every 

picture be a stunning masterpiece that not only your customers will love, but you'll 
love too?

Leave it to us to make your dishes and drinks look like works of art!

https://www.nathankruseproductions.com/copy-of-graduation-video?wix-vod-video-id=36f97ddd20d9498c94471ef2caf5b205&wix-vod-comp-id=comp-l0ivs5bg


Lifestyle Photography
Lifestyle photos are a must.

Shooting everything from the most exciting moments to the stillest, 
we capture the raw moments of the experiences we have and the places we go.

These photos can be used on your social media platforms as well as websites like 
Hotels.com or Booking.com and Airbnb.

Real Estate Style Photography
Need your photos updated?

Are the quality of your current photos not to your liking?
We provide professionally shot and edited photos of your rooms and facilities that 

you can use to update on booking.com, hotels.com, Airbnb.com and your own 
businesses site.

Graphic Design
Do you want to make a special announcement or promote a special deal or sale?
We will use one of the photos we take or take custom photos specifically for the 

purpose of doing graphic design and helping you get your message out!


